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The Mote in God's Eye is a science fiction novel by American writers Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle, first published in 1974. The story is set in the distant future of Pournelle's
CoDominium universe, and charts the first contact between humanity and an alien species. The title of the novel is a reference to the Biblical "The Mote and the Beam" parable and is
the nickname of a star. The Mote in God's Eye was nominated for the Hugo, Nebula and Locus Awards in 1975. incredibly loved they are You matter to God : discovering your true
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Reza_Aslan_No_god_but_God__The_Or The Mote in God's Eyeis generally considered to be their partnershipâ€™s best book (have a look at Larry Nivenâ€™s Goodreads page). I
believe the blurb by Robert A. Heinlein that appears on many editions of the bookâ€™s cover* has been around since its first publication in 1974; For some reason I always find
Larry Niven much better with Jerry Pournelle than without; Inferno, Lucifer's Hammer and Footfall are all winners (they have collaborated on quite a few other titles, but I have. not
read them yet).Â In a way, Larry Niven's The Mote in God's Eye is two books. On the one hand, we have a serious story of first contact with an alien race very different than us (with
their own misconceptions and motivations). I enjoyed all that went into the mutual attempts at understanding. Main Mote In God's Eye. Mark as downloaded. Mote In God's Eye. Niven
Larry. LanguageÂ You can write a book review and share your experiences. Other readers will always be interested in your opinion of the books you've read. Whether you've loved
the book or not, if you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for them. 1. Motel of the Mysteries. Larry Niven, Jerry Pournelle The Mote
In God's Eye Prologue "Throughout the past thousand years of history it has been traditional to regard the Alderson Drive as an unmixed blessing. Without the faster than light travel
Alderson's discoveries made possible, humanity would have been trapped in the tiny prison of the Solar System when the Great Patriotic Wars destroyed the CoDominium on Earth.
Instead, we had already settled more than two hundred worlds. "A blessing, yes.Â Larry Niven, Jerry Pournelle. The Mote In God's Eye. Prologue. "Throughout the past thousand
years of history it has been traditional to regard the Alderson Drive as an unmixed blessing.

